FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MechoSystems Releases Its Little Red Book
Milton Keynes, UK – MechoSystems’ new, compact Little Red Book contains over 60 solar,
blackout and dimout roller blind shadecloths of various openness factors, colours and
widths. All samples are flame retardant and meet the requirements of the British Standards
Institution. The booklet is now available and gives MechoSystems’ clients the opportunity to
choose a shadecloth based on:
•
•
•

Colour.
Stocking width.
Touch and feel.

The swatch booklet is a compact design that fits comfortably in your hand. Each sample is
labeled on the back, identifying the shadecloth’s:
•
•
•
•

Percent openness.
Colour.
Certifications (PVC free, C2C, etc.).
Warp direction (indicated with an arrow).

Many of the solar varieties range from 1% openness (suitable for privacy roller blind
applications) to 5% open (appropriate for tinted glazing or other façade considerations).
There is also a variety of yarns and weaves in different textures. A diverse colour palette
includes bright white to beige, brown, grey and black, providing a complementary selection
for almost every interior décor and colour scheme. Swatches are arranged from light to dark,
aiding in comparison.
One specialty shadecloth, AcoustiVeil, has acoustic properties to decrease sound
reverberations. It is ideal for conference rooms or meeting areas. The blackout and dimout
shadecloth section features four different series.
A Shadecloth Selection Guide is included in the Little Red Book and aids in selecting the
ideal shadecloth. The Guide provides information needed to understand and calculate the
correlation between roller blind shadecloth openness, window glazings and solar
transmittance.
The Little Red Book will simplify the task of choosing a shadecloth. All swatches flip out, and
A4 samples may easily be ordered. This compact, unified sampling of MechoSystems
shadecloths is available to designers by calling +44 (0) 1908 361310, or by sending an
email request to: samples@mechosystems.com.
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